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Abstract

The kinetic model simulating plasma chemistry induced by Transient Spark (TS) discharge in

air is presented in this work. The TS is a DC-driven self-pulsing discharge of streamer-to-spark

transition type. Presented kinetic model defines the temporal evolution of reduced electric field

strength E/N , gas temperature and density of neutrals N during the evolution of TS discharge, so

that calculated electron density is in agreement with experimental results. We studied the mechanism

of the streamer-to-spark transition and breakdown in the TS using this model. We assume that the

breakdown mechanism in TS is based on the gas density decrease and can be summarized as follows:

heating of the channel → increase of the pressure → hydrodynamic expansion → decrease of N in

the core of the channel → increase of E/N → acceleration of ionization processes. However, this

mechanism is influenced by species accumulated due to previous TS pulses at higher TS repetition

frequencies. Sensitivity analysis focused on major electron loss and production processes indicates

an important role of the amount of O2 dissociated by the previous pulses. Lower density of O2 means

lower rate of electron attachment, while accumulated atomic oxygen atoms lead to acceleration of

electron detachment processes.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric pressure non-thermal plasma has a wide range of use in many industrial and environmental

applications. In the recent years, non-thermal plasma based technologies were successfully implemented

in processes such as surface modification, bio-decontamination, sterilization, plasma assisted combustion,

or hazardous waste processing [1–8]. Further innovative applications are still being investigated.

Various electrical discharges can be used to generate reactive non-thermal plasmas. Among the most

common are dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) [2], pulsed corona discharge [9] and streamer discharge [7].

However, there is no single universal type of discharge suitable for all applications. Thus, there is a

constant demand for new atmospheric pressure discharges generating cold non-thermal plasma with high
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electron density. For this reason we investigate an atmospheric pressure discharge named transient spark

(TS).

The TS is a DC-driven self-pulsing discharge of streamer-to-spark transition type with the repetition

frequency 1-10 kHz. During the spark phase of TS, the electron density as high as 1017 cm−3 can be

achieved [10]. Generated plasma is thus strongly ionized for a short time. However, the TS spark

current pulses are sufficiently short (∼10-100 ns) to avoid thermalization of generated plasma. Unlike

classical spark, the TS thus generates highly reactive non-equilibrium non-thermal plasma that was

already successfully tested for several biological and environmental applications [11–14]. Basic research

of TS using several electrical and optical diagnostic methods was also performed [10, 15–18]. However,

further research of TS based on both experimental and computational techniques is needed for better

understanding of chemical processes initiated by the TS.

The modeling of chemical kinetics aiming to calculate the density evolution of all species included

in the kinetic model is an effective tool for complex systems description [9, 19]. In many cases, it is the

most powerful way to solve problems where the complexity inhibits using analytical methods and direct

experimental measurements. It is commonly used not only for modeling of cold plasma chemistry [20],

but also for description of high temperature steady state arc plasma [21], nanosecond duration of streamer

propagation [22], and other problems in plasma physics and chemistry.

The aim of this work is to present a chemical kinetic model developed for the TS discharge. This

model can be used to determine the evolution of density of species, which are not measurable via available

experimental techniques. Moreover, this model is able to describe macroscopic parameters such as

plasma conductivity and current density in the plasma channel. The validity of the model was tested by

comparing calculated electron densities with experimental data [10,15].

2 Transient Spark

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the electric circuit used to generate the TS discharge. A positive polarity

DC high voltage (HV) power supply connected to a metal needle HV electrode via a series resistor (R = 5-

10 MΩ) is typically used to generate a positive TS discharge. The typical distance d between the tip of

the HV electrode and a grounded planar electrode is 4-10 mm. More details can be found in [15,16].

DC
power
supply

R
HV probe

Vg

parabolic mirrors 
collecting light for 
optical diagnostic 

+
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current measured
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Figure 1: Schematic of the setup used to generate and diagnostic Transient Spark.
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Transient spark is initiated by a streamer (phase A, upper chart in Fig. 2), when the potential on

the stressed electrode reaches voltage VTS , characteristic for the TS. This streamer creates a relatively

conductive plasma bridge between the electrodes. This enables partial discharging of the internal ca-

pacitor C of the electric circuit generating TS, and heating of the gas inside this plasma channel. The

gas temperature inside the plasma channel increases to ∼1000 K (Fig. 3) during the streamer-to-spark

transition phase (phase B, upper chart in Fig. 2), followed by a spark (phase C, upper chart in Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Typical voltage and current waveforms of Transient Spark, gap d ≈ 4.5 mm, C ≈ 24 pF, R =

6.5 MΩ, f ≈ 3.5 kHz.

During the spark phase, the internal capacitor C discharges completely and the voltage V on the HV

electrode drops to almost zero. The discharge current, given approximately by

I(t) ≈ −C × dV (t)

dt
, (1)

reaches a high value (∼1-10 A) for a short time, and the ne can exceed 1017 cm−3 [10]. The gas tem-

perature in the plasma channel shortly after the spark increases to at least 1500-3000 K [10]. However,

the complete thermalization of plasma is not possible due to small amount of energy stored in C that is

delivered to the gap during the spark phase.

Transition to an arc after the spark phase is restricted by the ballast resistor R. It limits the current

delivered to the plasma by a DC power supply. As a result, the plasma starts to decay after the spark pulse

(phase D, upper chart in Fig. 2). Eventually, the plasma resistance exceeds the R and the potential V on

the stressed electrode gradually increases (phase E, lower chart in Fig. 2), as the capacitor C recharges.

A new TS pulse, initiated by a new streamer, occurs when V reaches again the breakdown voltage VTS .

The TS is thus based on repetitive charging and discharging of C. The repetition frequency f of this

process can be controlled by Vg approximately in the range 1-10 kHz [15].
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Figure 3: Evolution of temperature and electron density during TS discharge, f ≈ 2 kHz and

C = 32±4 pF.

The increase of f , achieved by increasing the generator voltage [15], is accompanied by changes of the

several TS characteristics (decrease of the breakdown voltage, smaller and broader spark current pulses)

and it also influences the breakdown mechanism. We observed significant shortening of the streamer-to-

spark transition time τ [15, 16]. Above ∼3 kHz, τ decreased from a few µs down to ∼100 ns. This is

probably related to a ’memory’ effect - gas pre-heating and accumulation of various species generated

by previous TS pulses.

3 The Model Description

The density evolution of all species in a kinetic model can be derived from included reaction set:

dNi
dt

= Si =

j=n∑
j=1

Sij . (2)

Here, Si is a total production term for species Xi, while Sij is a production term for species Xi in a

specific reaction j. Next, n is the total number of reactions, and Ni is number density of species Xi.

For the calculation of Sij , the stoichiometric coefficients (lower case letters) of the Xi species in the jth

reaction

aXi + bXi+1 + ... = a′Xi + b′Xi+1 + ... (3)

must be taken into the account:

Sij = (a− a′) ∗Rj . (4)

The term Rj is the rate of the jth chemical reaction:

Rj = kj ×
m=i+l∏
m=i

Nαm
m , (5)
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where kj is the reaction rate coefficient (rate constant), l is the total number of species involved in the

jth reaction, Nm is the actual density of mth species, and αm is the partial order of reaction with respect

to the species m.

In praxis, it is necessary to solve this set of reactions numerically, using a solver of differential

equations. We based our model on existing ZDPlasKin module [23] that includes a DVODE solver for

numerical solution of system of ordinary differential equations. Authors of ZDPlasKin provide also a

ready-to-use list of plasmachemical processes in nitrogen-oxygen mixtures, used also in Ref. [20], based

mainly on Capitelli et al. [24]. We used this set of reactions (version 1.02 [25]) in our simulations too. It

is a set of about 430 chemical reactions among 44 species, namely, molecules N2(X1, v = 0 - 8), N2(A3,

B3, a
′1, C3), O2(X3, v = 0 - 4), O2(a1, b1, 4.5eV), O3, NO, atoms N(4S, 2D, 2P), O(3P, 1D, 1S), positive

ions N+, N+
2 , N+

3 , N+
4 , O+, O+

2 , O+
4 , NO+, O+

2 N2, negative ions O−, O−2 , O−3 , O−4 , NO− and electrons.

The electron impact excitation of other electronic states of nitrogen is also included, but the model

assumes their instantaneous relaxation: N2(W3,B
′3)→ N2(B3), N2(a1,w1)→ N2(a

′1) and N2(E3,a”1)→

N2(C3). The generalized level O2(4.5eV) corresponds to O2(A3, C3) and O2(c1) states.

The rate constants of reactions between heavy species from this list are calculated from the thermody-

namic gas temperature Tg. This temperature is frequently assumed to be equal for all ions and neutrals

even in non-thermal plasma. This is no more true for electrons. Their energy is usually much higher,

as well as their temperature (Te). The rate constant for electron impact reactions must be calculated

from electron energy distribution function (EEDF). The EEDF is usually obtained by solving Boltzmann

equation for free electrons.

ZDplasKin package includes a Bolsig+ solver for the numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation.

The principle and characteristic of Bolsig+ solver are described in more details in [26]. Set of required

electron scattering cross sections was taken from the LXCat project database [27]. Namely, we used

the databases of Phelps [28, 29] (N2, O2 and NO) and Morgan [30, 31] (N2(A3), O2(a1), O3, O, and N).

Besides the collisions with neutrals, the Bolsig+ solver also handles the electron-electron interactions if

the degree of ionization exceeds 10−5.

ZDPlasKin allows to use additional subroutines for more comprehensive control of simulation condi-

tions, e. g. changes of the gas temperature, reduced electric field etc. Our major goal was to create a

module compatible with ZDPlasKin with subroutines that would take into account fast changes of the

reduced electric field strength E/N , gas temperature Tg and total density of neutrals N characteristic

for the TS discharge. These profiles of E/N , Tg, and N resenting the TS were constructed based on our

experimental results and literature, as it is explained in the next sections.

4 Results and Discussion

The TS discharge, as described in section 2, can be divided to several phases. Each phase is characterized

by different time scale and different dominant processes. In this work we focus on the relatively short

(< 1µs) active phase of the TS discharge, consisting of streamer, streamer-to-spark transition period

and the spark phase. For the simplicity, we reflect this division also in this section and each TS phase is
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described and discussed separately.

The active phase of the TS is characterized by a fast changes of E/N , Tg and Te. It is therefore

necessary to determine the density of many species that could influence the plasma induced chemistry

with good temporal resolution (∼ns), while processes such as diffusion can be neglected. We do not

follow the changes of the gas composition during the relaxation phase of TS. Unlike in the short active

phase of TS, we would have to include the diffusion processes and mixing with the ambient air. As a

result, the presented model is more suitable for the TS at lowest frequencies, where effects resulting from

the accumulation of species from previous pulses are weakest.

4.1 Streamer phase

Streamer is an ionization wave propagating the region with strong field from the high voltage electrode

towards the grounded electrode. Streamer may lead to an electrical breakdown if it reaches the opposite

electrode and creates a conductive plasma bridge between them. The streamer breakdown theory was

introduced by Meek, Raether and Loeb [32–34] in the middle of the 20th century. However, because of

the complexity of this problem, the study of the breakdown mechanism, streamers and their propagation

still continues [35–44].

The modeling of streamer propagation requires at least 2D model using axi-symmetry assumption [45],

though several studies using so called 1.5D symmetry exist [46]. The 0D kinetic model calculates densities

of many species in a single point in space and obviously cannot be used to simulate propagation of the

streamer. The influence of the streamer on the rates of chemical reactions in the 0D kinetic model can

be introduced by using appropriate temporal evolution of E/N , based on streamer characteristics found

in literature.

Although there are some differences in results from different streamer models [19,37,38,43,45], there

are some common results that can be regarded as appropriate starting point. The upper limit for maxi-

mum ne in streamer head is in order of 1014 cm−3, which is in a good agreement with our experimental

findings [10]. In the TS, the electron density in the plasma channel right after its establishment by the

streamer is also in the order of 1014 cm−3 [10]. The maximum reduced field strength (E/Nstr.
max) is usually

not more than 250− 270 Td in atmospheric air at 300 K, despite the fact that E/N as high as 600 Td in

streamer head in dense media was reported [47]. After the head of the streamer, the field is much weaker.

According to our estimate, the average reduced field established in the plasma after the streamer in TS

is around 60-70 Td, assuming uniform axial distribution of the E/N [15].

We therefore decided to describe the E/N during the streamer by a function that would increase

the electron density to 1014 cm−3, with E/Nstr.
max = 270 Td, followed by decrease to E/Nbg = 70 Td. For

simplicity, we decided to use this value (70 Td) also for E/N before the streamer propagation. Finally,

the time evolution of E/N in streamer phase of TS was simulated in our model by a function

E/N(t) = E/Nbg + α× exp

(
−(t− ts)2

2w2

)
. (6)

The ts determines the center of the Gaussian peak representing streamer, with respect to the beginning

of the simulation time. We usually used ts = 24 ns. The E/Nbg is the reduced field established in the
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plasma after the streamer.

We performed set of calculations were we varied coefficient w, while the coefficient α was always

adjusted to have E/Nstr.
max = 270 Td in t = ts. The goal was to obtain the maximum ne ≈ 1014 cm−3.

For example, for the initial ne = 3×108 cm−3, the initial composition of the gas 80 % N2 and 20 % O2,

Tg = 300 K and the pressure 1 atm, this was achieved for w = 2.1 ns (Fig. 4). Unless specified, we use this

E/N profile (with E/Nstr.
max = 270 Td, w = 2.1 ns, E/Nbg = 70 Td) as a starting point for the simulations

presented in the next sections.
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Figure 4: Evolution of electron density for different profiles of E/N simulating streamer.

4.2 Streamer-to-spark transition phase

The average E/N in the plasma channel after its establishment by the streamer, 60 − 70 Td, is too

low to produce enough electrons by electron impact ionization reactions. Acceleration of the ionization

processes certainly requires much stronger increase of E/N . In the TS, it can be achieved only by the

significant decrease of N . The TS the breakdown mechanism postulated by Marode [48] based on the

heating and hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma channel created by the streamer.

Actually, we experimentally observed that the streamer-to-spark transition in TS is probably gov-

erned by the heating of the gas inside the plasma channel up to ∼1000 K [16]. However, besides the

hydrodynamic expansion, the increase of Tg to 1000 K may also have direct effect on the gas phase chem-

istry [49]. The rate coefficients usually strongly depend on Tg. For example, the rate coefficients for the

thermal detachment of electrons increase by four orders of magnitude between 300 and 1000 K [50]. We

decided to verify the influence of Tg on the breakdown using our kinetic model.

We performed set of calculations where the E/N after the streamer remained constant (70 Td) for

1µs. The gas temperature was also constant, but it varied from 300 to 1000 K. The E/N during the

streamer was simulated using eq. 6 with coefficient w = 2.1 ns. However, we had to decrease the coefficient

α in order to achieve maximum electron density ∼ 1014 cm−3, when we increased the Tg. Figure 5 shows

the evolution of ne from these calculations.
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Figure 5: Evolution of electron density after the streamer for different gas constant temperatures.

These calculations show that the increase of the Tg up to 1000 K does not initiate the breakdown due

to changes of rate coefficients of reactions. Although, the decrease of ne after the streamer slows down

with the increasing Tg. The increase of temperature up to 1000 K does not have very strong influence

on the production of electrons after the streamer. The thermal detachment is not that significant as we

expected. Even the direct electron impact ionization processes are more important, although the E/N

is quite weak, 70 Td only (Fig. 6). The detachment of electrons from negative ions due to collisions with

species such as O, N2(A3Σ), or O2(a) is the most important. Here is the list of the most important

reactions:

O +O−3 /O
−/O−2 → e+ 2O2/O2/O3, (7)

N2(A3Σ) +O−/O−2 → e+N2 +O/O2, (8)

e+O2 → O+
2 + 2e, . (9)

More significant is the influence of increasing Tg on the electron loss processes (Fig. 7). The most

important reactions causing decrease of electron density at 300 K are:

e+O2 → O− +O, (10)

e+O2 +M → O−2 +M, (11)

e+O+
4 → O2 +O2, (12)

e+O+
2 → O +O (O∗), (13)

e+N+
2 /N

+
4 → 2N/2N2. (14)

Mainly reactions (11) and (12) depend strongly on Tg. At 600 K, the recombination of electrons with

O+
4 ions is already weak (Fig. 8), and in contrast to results presented in Ref. [41], it does not dominate

even at 300 K. At 1000 K, the three-body attachment (eq. 11) slows down due to decrease of N , and the

reaction (10) dominates completely.
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The best agreement with experimental estimate of ne was achieved for calculation with Tg = 600 K

(Fig. 5). Based on the measured pre-heating of the gas inside the plasma channel at f ≈ 2 kHz, we

expected that the best agreement will be achieved for Tg between 300 K and 400 K. We therefore suppose

that even in ’low’ frequency TS regime (f < 3 kHz), a ’memory’ effect due to accumulation of some species

from previous TS pulses can play a certain role in the breakdown processes, causing slower decrease of

ne after the streamer.

Several species could influence the breakdown, for example metastable O2(a) species [36]. Based on

the list of the most important electron production and loss processes (eq. 9 - 14), we suppose that the

slower decrease of ne after the streamer could be explained by accumulation of atomic oxygen species O.

The accumulation of O species would accelerate the electron detachment from negative ions. Moreover,

they are produced from molecular oxygen O2, and the decrease of the O2 density would slow down

the rate of electron attachment processes. The accumulation of O species in high concentration was

experimentally observed in nanosecond repetitive pulsed discharge at 10 kHz [51].

We tried to simulate the influence of O species in our model by increasing initial density of O species

(nO) and decreasing initial density of O2. As we expected, the rate of ne decrease after the streamer

slowed down with the increasing nO. However, the initial densities of other accumulated species could

also influence the ne evolution after the streamer. The current version of our model does not allow

us to study this problem correctly, since we cannot perform calculation of sequence of pulses. These

’single pulse’ calculations just show that the ’memory’ effect related to changes of the gas composition

by previous pulses have certain influence on the streamer-to-spark transition phase in the TS discharge.

This effect is certainly more important at higher f (≥ 4 kHz). It could explain almost direct transition

from streamer to spark in TS at ∼6 kHz [16], where a slow increase of current and ne starts right after

the streamer. However, the exponential increase of current and ne characteristic for the initiation of the

spark phase of TS requires another explanation. We suppose that it is necessary to accelerate also the

electron impact ionization reactions. This can only be achieved by the increase of E/N , as discussed in
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the next section.

4.3 Spark phase

In the TS, the increase of E/N after the streamer can be achieved only by the decrease of N . We

therefore assume that the breakdown mechanism in TS is based on the gas density decrease suggested

by Marode [48] and simulated by Naidis [52]. It can be summarized as follows: heating of the channel

→ increase of the pressure → hydrodynamic expansion → decrease of N in the core of the channel →

increase of E/N → acceleration of ionization processes. At higher frequencies, the breakdown is certainly

influenced by species accumulated from the previous pulses, but the increase of E/N is probably crucial

even at f ≥ 6 kHz.

We are not able to calculate time evolution of gas density N(t) with our 0D kinetic model. It is

necessary to use at least 2D hydrodynamic model (assuming radial symmetry of discharge channel). For

this reason, we tested the N profile (Fig. 9) from the simulations of Naidis [52]. Besides the hydrodynamic

expansion, it handles also the radial diffusion of particles from the discharge channel. We suppose that

this profile is the closest match to the TS discharge we found in the literature.
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Figure 9: Input data for the simulation of the TS spark phase.

The changes of N according to the profile taken from Naidis starts in the calculation time 620 ns,

so that the fastest rate of N decrease is reached in the moment when Tg ≈ 1000 K. We extrapolated

this profile and the N starts to decrease from No = 2.5×1019 cm−3 right after the streamer, from the

calculation time 40 ns. The rate of the extrapolated gas density decrease is proportional to the difference

between the Tg and the ambient temperature (300 K). The Tg increases linearly during the streamer-to-

spark transition phase from 300 K with the heating rate 9.2 × 108 K.s−1 according to the experimental

findings (Fig. 3). From 1000 K, it starts to increase exponentially up to 2000 K (Fig. 9).

In order to calculate time evolution of reduced electric field strength E/N from the evolution of N ,

our model calculates time evolution of potential V (t) between the electrodes (Fig. 10). We actually

simulate the discharging of C via the plasma resistance Rp. The advantage of this approach is that
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besides ne, we calculate another variable that can be compared with experimental data - V (t).

The decrease of potential ∆V i for i−th calculation step can be expressed as

∆V i = −V i−1 ∆t

C Ri−1p

. (15)

The Rp is related to the plasma conductivity σp by

Rp =
4d

σpπD2
p

, (16)

where d and Dp are the discharge channel length and the diameter, respectively. For approximation

of Dp (Fig. 9), we used the FWHM of the spectrally unresolved radial intensity profile of the plasma

channel after the Abel inversion [10]. At low TS repetition frequencies (below 4 kHz), we observed

shrinking of the discharge channel diameter during the streamer-to- spark transition from ∼150±40µm

in the streamer phase, down to ∼50±20µm in the spark phase. This behavior is in agreement with the

calculations of Naidis [52].
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The plasma conductivity is calculated by the model from ne:

σp =
e2ne
meνm

. (17)

Here e and me are the electron charge and mass, respectively, and νm is the effective collision frequency

of electrons with heavy particles, including ions. Finally, the E/N(t) is derived from V (t) and N(t)

assuming homogeneous axial potential distribution:

E/N(t) = cV (t)/N(t). (18)

The constant c was chosen so that the evolution of E/N after the streamer starts from 70 Td.

The calculated E/N serves as input parameter for the Bolsig+ solver to calculate the electron energy

distribution function, if the degree of ionization is below 10−3. If the degree of ionization is higher,
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the Bolsig+ solver is not suitable to calculate the EEDFs. In such a case, we use Maxwellian EEDFs

defined by the electron temperature Te, calculated from the E/N as if the plasma was weakly ionized.

Besides this approximation, the weakest point of this approach is strong dependence of calculated plasma

resistance on Dp. The uncertainty of experimentally measured plasma diameter is quite high. Moreover,

the optical width of the discharge channel need not necessarily be identical with the ”electrical” discharge

diameter.

The decreases of Dp can cause temporal increase of Rp, even if the plasma conductivity increases.

The minimum plasma diameter, Dp = 50 µm, causes that the Rp is still relatively high even during the

TS spark phase. This can explain relatively slow decrease of calculated potential on Fig. 10, compared

to measured voltage waveforms. As a result, the Te decreases relatively slowly as well. Relatively high Te

means that ionization reactions generate electrons even during the ”post-spark” phase (calculation time

>800 Td). This can explain slower decrease of calculated ne compared to experimental data (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: Comparison of calculated and measured electron densities during the spark phase of TS.

When we changed the minimum discharge diameter from 50 to 70µm, we obtained better agreement

between calculated and measured ne. At least in case of ne measured from the Stark broadening of the

Hα line (Fig. 11). For Dp decreasing down to 70µm, faster decrease of calculated potential, comparable

with the measured waveforms, was also achieved. As a result, the Te also decreased faster, down to

∼12000 K. This value is in a good agreement with the electron temperature derived from the Stark

broadening of atomic lines after the TS spark current pulse (∼10000 K) [10].

Further increase of minimum Dp in our calculations leads to even better agreement between measured

and calculated TS characteristics (ne, V (t), Te after the spark). However, we decided to present only

data for minimum Dp = 70 µm, since it is still within the uncertainty of the experimentally observed Dp

during the spark phase of TS (50±20µm). Moreover, we could improve the match between experimental

data and calculated electron density if we try to optimize value of C and initial potential V (0).

Based on good agreement between measured and calculated electron density, we suppose that we can

use the simulations with minimum Dp = 70µm to identify the most important electron production and
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losses reactions during and after the TS spark phase. Naturally, the production of electrons dominates

only during the initial part of the high current spark phase. Most electrons are produced by the electron

impact ionization of N2 (O2) and N. Later, ∼ 50 ns after the current peak, the production of electrons is

maintained mostly by reactions between N2(a′) and N2(A3) species leading to generation of N+
4 ions.

The electron loss processes dominate in the post-spark phase. During and right after the spark current

pulse, the electrons are lost mostly due to recombination with N+
2 ions (Fig. 12). In the later phase,

the recombination with N+ is very important. Recombination reactions with other ions, such as N+
4 ,

NO+ and O+
2 are also not negligible. On the other hand, the electron attachment reactions are almost

negligible. Mostly due to high gas temperature and low density of negative ions.
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Figure 12: Major processes responsible for the losses of electrons during and after the TS spark phase.

5 Conclusions

Zero dimensional kinetic model based on ZDPlasKin simulating transient spark discharge was introduced

in this work. Transient spark (TS) is a DC-driven self-pulsing streamer-to-spark transition discharge

characterized by very short spark pulse duration (∼10-100 ns). The electron density ne as high as

1014 cm−3 in the streamer phase and 1017 cm−3 in the spark phase of the TS can be achieved. However,

thanks to limited energy delivered to gap per pulse, the generated plasma stays out of equilibrium.

The goal of this work was to identify evolution of the reduced electric field E/N in different phases

of TS (streamer, streamer-to-spark transition phase, spark) so that the calculated evolution of electron

density ne fits the experimental data. We focused on a single TS pulse in the current version of the

model. In the further work we plan to extend the model to include the relaxation phase of the TS with

much longer time scale (∼ 100µs - 1 ms), where the diffusion must be also taken into account. This will

enable us to perform simulation of sequence of TS pulses.

Despite its limitations, the presented version of kinetic model enabled us to clarify the mechanism

of the streamer-to-spark transition in TS. Previous experimental study indicated that breakdown in
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TS occurs when the gas temperature inside the plasma channel created by the streamer increases to

∼1000 K. Our calculations show that the breakdown is not directly related to the changes of plasma

chemistry at 1000 K. This temperature is not high enough to accelerate the thermal detachment of

electrons sufficiently. The heating of the gas inside the plasma channel leads to the local increase of

the pressure, hydrodynamic expansion, decrease of the density of neutrals and thus increase of E/N .

This accelerates the electron impact ionization processes crucial for the breakdown and spark formation.

At ∼1000 K, the pressure inside the channel probably reaches a critical value for the hydrodynamic

expansion and shock wave formation.

This mechanism is valid for all TS repetition frequencies, though it can be influenced by a ’memory’

effect at higher frequencies due to pre-heating and accumulation of various species created by previous

TS pulses. Sensitivity analysis focused on major electron loss and production processes indicates the

important role of the accumulated atomic oxygen species. They are produced from O2 species. Lower

density of O2 means lower rate of electron attachment, while accumulated atomic oxygen species lead

to acceleration of electron detachment processes. Further research of this memory effect using improved

version of our kinetic model simulating sequence of pulses is needed to verify this hypothesis.
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